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Explain the 
relationship between 
structure and function 
of cell, tissues, organs 
and organ system



Keywords:

2.Unicellular Organisms

Cells are smallest unit of living things 
that carries on  the functions of life.

1.Cells

3.Multi-cellular Organisms







Activity:
Watch edpuzzle video



What is a cell?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M1wdIdCOk-Y
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Recap
Look at the picture:
Name the type of 

cell.
What is missing in 
the cell?

Prokaryotic cell , It doesn’t have Nucleus





Word Search



1.Recap-Why is cell 
called as the basic unit 
of cell

2.Illustrate different 
levels of organization

3. Explain how cells and 
tissues are organized in 
our body



Why are cells called as building blocks of life??

• The cell is our most essential body forming unit. Each organ in our 
body is made of cells. Cells divide and multiply to form new organs 
and gametes too.

• The cell is called the structural and functional unit of life as all living 
organisms are made up of cells.

• Cells are also essential for performing various life processes 
required for sustaining life.

• Furthermore, cells provide form and structure, process nutrients and 
convert them into useable energy.

• Multicellular organisms have specialized cells that perform specific 
functions.





Cells are the structural and functional units of life





Watch the video assigned in edpuzzle and complete 
the classkick activity on slide-1

• https://edpuzzle.com/media/6128f2ed9bd2bf415b3e421a

https://edpuzzle.com/media/6128f2ed9bd2bf415b3e421a


Class kick activity-1



Activity:2



Class kick activity:
Can you write the levels of organization of a tree???



Knowledge check

• Which organ system helps you to move?

• Muscular and skeletal system

• Which organ system helps to provide nutrition to your body?

• Digestive system



Keywords:





• Activity-classkick

1. Nerve cell

2, Red blood cell

3. Bone cell

4. Muscle cell



What happens when cells get together?????

• They form a tissue



What is a 
tissue????

• Tissues are groups of similar 
types of cells that work together 
to carry out specific tasks.

• Do you think all organs of the 
body has same type of 
tissue????

Different types of tissues make an 
organ which work together to carry 
out the same task





Types of tissue



Tissue- & its function







Epi-the-lial



Activity time!!!!- 5 mins

• https://quizizz.com/join?gc=36776246

https://quizizz.com/join?gc=36776246


1.Identify plant tissues 
and state its function

2.List out organ systems 

3.Explain how organ 
systems work together 
to carry out specific 
tasks in multicellular 
organisms



Do plants have tissues???



-Vascular tissue transports 
water and nutrients from 
part of the plant to another

-Ground tissue  provides 
storage and support to the 
plant, it is where 
photosynthesis takes place.

-Dermal tissue – It provides 
protection and helps reduce 
water loss

Plant Tissues





Match the plant tissue with its function:

• 1. Dermal                               A. Transports water and nutrients from one part to another

• 2. Ground                               B. Reduces water loss 

• 3. Vascular                             C. where photosynthesis takes place



How are organs organized in the body???

1,Which organs work together to make John run??

2,Which level of organization it is??

3.The similar organs which are working together to 
make him run , form which organ system of the 
body???



How are organs organized in the body???

1,Which organs work together to make John run??

2,Which level of organization it is??

3.The similar organs which are working together to 
make him run , form which organ system of the 
body???

Muscular system-skeletal 
system

Muscles, bones, joints 



What is an organ system???



Organ systems – Can you identify them???

1.Muscular 
system

2.Skeletal 
system

3.Nervous 
system

4,Circulatory 
system

5.Respiratory 
system
6,Digestive system



Activity - Organ systems 

• https://www.wordwall.net/play/6675/192/148

https://www.wordwall.net/play/6675/192/148


Do organ systems work independently, or they depend on 
each other to carry out their functions????

• They depend on each other to carry out their function

• Can you think of an example????

• They depend on each other to carry out their function

• Can you think of an example????
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- Explore how 
different systems interact 
to enable structural and 
supportive body functions

- Learn how these 
interacting systems enable 
movement, and support or 
refute that the body could 
not function without the 
support of the skeletal 
system



Keywords

1. Muscles

2. Voluntary

3. Involuntary

4. Skeletal muscle

5. Cardiac muscle

6. Smooth muscle



Recognize levels of organization in organ systems

• Classkick activity-Rearrange the given levels of organization and identify the organ system

????



Recognize levels of organization in organ systems

• Rearrange the given levels of organization and identify the organ system

Skeletal system





What is the 
function of skeletal 
system in the body-
• The skeletal system works 

as a support structure for 
your body.

• It gives the body its shape, 
allows movement, makes 
blood cells, provides 
protection for organs and 
stores minerals.

• The skeletal system is also 
called the musculoskeletal 
system.

Blood cells are made in the bone marrow. The bone 

marrow is the soft, spongy material in the center of the 

bones.



How is the girls able to 
do handstand??

• Which organ systems are involved ?

• What supports a body and enables it to 
move????

• Muscles and bones

• Muscular system and skeletal system



How do Muscles work???

What is a muscle???

• It is made from a strong muscle tissue

• From where does the muscle get 
energy to function??

• Muscle cells are packed with 
mitochondria which generates 
energy for the muscle to 
function.

• They contract and relax to enable us to 
move



Define Muscle

Think-Do we have only one kind of muscle in our body?????







Knowledge check
Only skeletal muscles are voluntary muscles
True/false





Activity:

https://wordwall.net/play/16295/315/436

https://www.liveworksheets.com/ed1850408ys

https://wordwall.net/play/16295/315/436
https://www.liveworksheets.com/ed1850408ys


Activity-breakout rooms/general discussion-3mins

Give atleast two reasons for your 
answer.



How do muscles work??

What are joints??

• A joint is where two or 
more bones meet.

• Joints provide Flexibility 
and movement

Joints



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j918PoWWaB0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j918PoWWaB0


• The adult human skeleton is made up of 206 
bones. 

• These include the bones of the skull, spine 
(vertebrae), ribs, arms and legs. 

• Bones are made of connective tissue reinforced 
with calcium and specialized bone cells.

How are bones connected to other bones??

bones connected to other bones by 
tissues called Ligaments

When bones in  joints move ,ligaments stretch, and keep the 
bones from shifting away from each other

What is the function of ligaments?

How are ligaments different from 
tendons???

Bones



Knowledge check – class kick activity





Types of movable joints





Hinge joint

Hinge joint helps in 
opening and 
closing the doors, 
windows in our 
houses
Can you identify 
them?? 



Pivot Joint



Activity:

https://wordwall.net/play/7761/708/732

https://wordwall.net/play/7761/708/732


Activity-Classkick



Knowledge check

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/6132856f39f654001e34a627

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/6132856f39f654001e34a627


How are different organisms provided with structure 
and support ???

• How does an earthworm move???

• Does it have a skeleton like us??



Breakout room activity- 3Mins.

• Discuss with your friends how does a snail,scorpion move????

• Present your claim on a power point slide 



In what ways are different animals are supported and provided with 
structure



Knowledge check

• Differentiate between hydrostatic skeleton and exoskeleton


